Update on Enterprise Risk Management Policy Implementation and Update on the Anti-Fraud and Anti-Corruption (AFAC) Action Plan

Executive Board – June 2019
1. ERM Policy Implementation Update

**Risk Assessment**

**Risk Reporting**

**Embedding**

**Corporate Risk Assessment: Key risks**

1. Need for clarity in WFP’s **mandate** for zero hunger
2. Mismatch of **staffing** and organizational needs
3. Failure to optimize and leverage **technology**

R2 System Development and Implementation
2. AFAC Strategy & Action Plan, 2018-2020

Build awareness & benchmarking (Aug 18 – May 19)
- Train colleagues in high risk areas
- Gather feedback on risks, gaps and priority needs
- Take stock and benchmark against best practice

Enhance policy, tools & build capacity (Jun 19 – Feb 20)
- Update AFAC and related policies
- Develop tools and guidance required to implement
- Build Regional Bureau capacity

Embed AFAC standards (Mar – Jul 20)
- Equip WFP global workforce with practical fraud management skills
- Reporting – metrics, indicators, alerts, dashboard etc.
Thank you